This paper derives equations to predict hysteresis energy of SDOF systems for a wide range of damping ratio. In order to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed equations, time domain analyses under recorded earthquakes are conducted for a lot of SDOF systems with various yield strengths and damping ratios. Concluding remarks are as follows.
1. For 2 % damping ratio, not only the proposed equations but also almost previous equations show good corresponding to time domain analyses.
2. For 5% or 15% damping ratio, the proposed equations show good corresponding to time domain analyses while almost previous equations overestimate hysteresis energy.
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Ep/E calculated by Eq. (10) Ep/E calculated by time domain analysis Ep/E calculated by Eq. (11) Ep/E calculated by time domain analysis Eng., Vol. 130, No.9, pp.1289 -1297 , 2004 Eq. (12) By the way, it is said that damping ratios of steel structures is around 2% in general. On the other hand there are field measurement results on low steel buildings, in which damping ratios increase because of non-structural elements. Therefore it is predicted that damping ratios of low steel buildings become rather higher than 2%. However there are a few studies on hysteresis energy of SDOF systems with a wide range of damping ratio.
This paper derives equations to predict hysteresis energy for SDOF systems with a wide range of damping ratio.
In order to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed equations, time domain analyses under recorded earthquakes are conducted for a lot of SDOF systems with various yield strengths and damping ratios. Concluding remarks are as follows.
2. For 5% or 15% damping ratio, the proposed equations show good corresponding to time domain analyses while almost previous equations overestimate hysteresis energy. 
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